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Project Summary

The Full (Morphological, Syntactical, Sematical) Annotation System 
of Georgian Language Corpora

Contemporary electronic language corpora represent rather important and preferential devices for preserving the proper level
and the area of spreading of development of Computational linguistics and native language. 
The general value of the language is expressed in the sayings like:
"A man is a man only due to a language" (Humboldt)
or "A language is the body of thinking" (Hegel)
To be precise, on the background of general values we might realize the attantion Gergian language requires today, being
under the modern influences, also the drastic development of technology which helped to create the lifestyle where society, first
of all, young generation has absolutely moved away from books, literature and is attached to computers and televisions. 
The computational linguistics offers the cognition of the language sistemacity (modelling) as well as decscribing, fixing, learning
of the data created up to present, namely literary heritage and applying them in lingual system researching and for practical
aims. It’s typical that the two aspects of computational linguistics represent two as though opposed, however, indivisible sides of
its development. Probably, dependence of the corpora on modeling is more obvious: language modeling has precisely enough
potential for providing automatic annotation of the enormous amounts of texts, without of which it would be “senseless”
computational array. Manual array “smarting” by user is hard and at the same time senseless work, completion inevitability of
which might call the merits and also the possibility of precise execution of the task in question. 
On the other hand the task of annotation rises rather important and complicated practical question to modeling. Annotation
gives a stimulus of development and after completing annotation valuable data is gathered to build up another system and also
to check the same system at the final stage. 
Appling annotated texts are often based on the statistic methods for these aims. One of the most important cases is the most
economical ordering of possible continuing versions depending on the probability of their realizations at any step of analysis.
This aspect is most simply and immediately shown in the applied system like text typing propitious system (“Prophet”). Except of
the volume and the preciseness of annotation of the corpora the value and the effectiveness is essentially defined by the
character of annotation, namely, what language levels are exactly defined by annotation. Probably, it’s unavoidable to involve
lower grammar or morphological level in the scheme of annotations. At the same time, it’s obvious that it is desirable to enrich
this information by the higher language levels such as syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. It’s clear that defining a great deal of
additional data first of all depends on already existed characteristics.
Modern Georgian linguistic, particularly, new methods of linguistic researches are impossible without annotated corpora. In the
frame of our project, with the help of annotated corpora, will be implemented:
• Searching for certain words and taking them out as a concordance;
• Searching for a wordform by lemma;
• Searching for a group of wordforms by interrupting or noninterrupting syntagma; 
• Searching for wordforms by the set of given morphological characteristics;
• Searching for the information about the source and type of text;
• Searching for a wordform by length of given context;
• Searching for different lexical-grammatical static data;
• Saving of the lines, chosen from the concordance, in separate files and etc.


